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HIS Nail-Pierced Hand
The Shocking Vision Of November 11, 2013

THE INCREDIBLE VISION

I

n this vision, as I continued

the LORD YAHWEH had Spoken with the

receiving these tidings from the

church in a very astounding and unique

LORD, then the most shocking

manner. In that shattered form, it

part of this vision abruptly unfolded.

took me time to gather myself up and

That is when surprisingly I realized

recompose myself to put together all

that THE LION of the tribe of Judah

that had just been conveyed. After a

had disappeared from where HE was

moment of recollection then I went LIVE

lying in the sky, and all of a sudden

on Jesus is LORD radio and made the

Someone was standing on my right-

announcement that I had just seen THE

hand side. And then after that HE

LION of the tribe of Judah coming. In

appeared to me differently again in

that communiqué, I made it abundantly

this form as we are, the way HE came

clear that time was fast running out

to the earth. HE that stood on my

and that the church of Christ should

right hand side was the ANCIENT ONE

prepare the holy and righteous way

OF ISRAEL Whose comings forth have

for the coming of the Messiah. The

been of old even in the days before

begging question that screams out of

Abraham. When I turned towards HIM

this vision is, Why would the LORD on

as HE stood on my right, that is when

two occasions now, appear before me

HE showed me HIS nail-pierced right

and upon first contact right away

Hand. HE came very close to me about

flash HIS nail-pierced Hand?

one and a half to two meters from
where I was standing, and then showed
me the nail print on HIS right Hand.
In this way, HE tremendously shocked
me and completely broke me down!
The moment HE showed me HIS nailscarred hand, that is when it really
broke me down and I wept so bitterly
and uncontrollably in this vision. At
that point I woke up and realized that

His nail-pierced
hand on the door

O

N JULY 4TH 2003 NIGHT, the
LORD visited with me in yet

another very profound dream

as I had not encountered before. In
this dream, the LORD HIMSELF came

down from heaven to speak with me
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regarding THE CALLING that heaven

quickly realized that the glory it beheld

that were wonderfully engraved on

wanted me to undertake on this

at the door was patterned around a

its surface. These perfectly engraved

earth. Only later did I realize that this

particular spot on the back of HIS Hand.

decorations gave that portion of the

was such an overwhelming dream to

On a closer scrutiny, is when I finally

garment a special glitter of diamond

which humanity cannot afford to be

noticed a very disturbing phenomenon,

and silver-like shine that harmoniously

in any way ambivalent, owing to the

because I realized that the glory of GOD

blended with the yellowish brown

gravity it underscores into the present-

was actually defining the tremendous

golden pieces that stood out. However,

day church of Christ. As the LORD

nail-pierce that marked HIS Hand. That

beginning right from where the buttons

came down to call me in that mighty

nail-pierce appeared to be a very raw

sit came forth an astounding array

visitation, HE shockingly and totally

and fresh wound that glowed with

of the glorious hem of HIS garment.

unannounced, appeared inside my

such intensity of the mighty glory of

The hem of HIS garment that I saw

house, and stood right at the door to

GOD. The glory of GOD radiated from

was composed of a tightly packed

the main bedroom. All this happened

that wound. Moreover, when I further

costly fine strings of gold chains that

in Oklahoma City. Standing at the

looked at the LORD's Hand in that

had been well designed to dangle as

hallway, the REDEEMER directly faced

disturbing dream, it became a very

they ran down due to gravity. The

the door to the main bedroom and

shocking sight to contain owing to the

finest chains of gold that I saw were

ensured that I was well aware of HIS

painstaking experience HE must have

so packed and highly refined that

Presence in the house. It all happened

gone through to be the beholder of

they presented from a distance like

on that July 4th, 2003 night, when the

such a nail-print. This, coupled with

a huge mass of finest gold particles

LORD caught up with me after many

the tremendous glory that covered the

dangling the length of the hand of the

years of attempting to run away from

entire area of the wall around where

garment. At the end of each dangling

HIS CALLING. At the door, HE placed

the palm of HIS nail-pierced Hand

chain were fine beautifully finished

the enormous Cloud of HIS glory all

touched, indeed became the mightiest

little ornamental gold balls that set the

over the vicinity in a manner that

reminder of the travail at Calvary.

best pattern ever witnessed. Amassed

pronounced HIS holy Presence. That

Moreover, when I further looked at

together, these finest strings and gold

Cloud at the door was so glorious

that nail-pierce, I realized that it was

balls gave the indelible image of the

and yet so thick to the extent that I

as a matter of fact positioned close

most cherished hem of HIS garment.

could not see beyond the demarcation

to HIS wrist. However, the nail-pierce

It looked more like beautiful rich

of the door. The Cloud I saw at the

that I saw on the LORD's Hand was so

particles of gold that had been poured

door was so thick that it hoovered

glorious and yet still nail-punched.

along the length of the Hand of the

around the entrance in a manner
that suggested HIS divine Presence at
that place. The more I paid attention
to that glory at the door, the more I
realized that it was going around in
circles and diagonally like a funnel of
tornado, while also wrapping around
the LORD. That is when HE decided to
make a bold move and placed HIS left
Hand at the door. In that tremendous
move, the LORD HIMSELF stood in the
hallway which was on the outer side
of the door, and brought forth HIS left
nail-pierced Hand into the bedroom
and touched the immediate wall next
to the door frame. The Hand of the
LORD that I saw at the door frame,

was so glorious that its splendour
covered a huge circumference around
the portion HE touched at the door,
as HIS palm was covered towards the
door. At that moment, as I continued
to look at the Hand of the LORD that
touched the door frame, that is when I

The Hem of His Garment
During this overwhelming dream,

LORD's garment.

THE RAW Scars

HIS Hand towards the elbow junction.

T

In paying attention to the area closest

of the church. Having said that, it is

to the wrist, I was able to pick out

important to understand that ever

the time came when I was also able
to notice the garment that the LORD
wore from the area near the wrist of

oday I am greatly privileged
first of all to be the beholder
of this mighty vision of the

LORD at this juncture in the life history

the wonderful design that overlaid

since the events at Calvary, the LORD

the portion of the sleeve that is most

was so traumatized by that abuse, to

visible when one wears a garment.

the extent that it became so engrained

There was a triangular shaped

in HIS mind, that it became the first

embosement that covered the entire

thing HE ever shows when HE meets a

area from where the buttons are

friend.

located, towards the place at which
the line that is normally ironed to
define the sleeve is positioned. This
triangular shaped stitching on the
wrist-end of the sleeve presented the

Dogs surround me, a pack of
villains encircles me; they pierce
my hands and my feet (Psalms
22:16).

16

It is as though in the process of

main decoration of the garment of the

displaying the nail-wounds of HIS

LORD. Most notably, that triangular

right Hands, the LORD was essentially

piece highlighted several conspicuously

reporting on the amount of agony

designed shiny and costly medals

HE went through for the sake of the
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in this modern age, it causes us to
wonder what must have suffered HE

upon the LORD by man! Therefore, it is

thus bare these scars in HIS Hands.

these nail-pierces that qualified Jesus,

If someone asks, ‘What are these
wounds on your body?’ they will
answer, ‘The wounds I was given
at the house of my friends.’ (Zech
13:6).

6

Eternal Identity

Shock as totally blind eye open and she
surrenders her white cane

deliverance of the church. Moreover,
in displaying to me the wounds on HIS
Hands on every occasion that HE has
encountered me, the LORD is principally
saying that ever since Calvary, the
events of that abuse on the Cross
have since then not only became the
eternal theme of HIS life, but also the
everlasting subject in the Kingdom of
GOD. It is very shocking that in this

vision, I was enabled to behold for
myself and the church, the MAN OF
SORROWS that suffered this affliction

of sin, say these painful oracles to
me. Furthermore, by flashing the nailpierced wound on HIS right Hand, the
LORD wanted the church to understand

that even to HIM these horrendous
wounds on HIS Hands have become a
source of great wonderment at how
life can take a turn for the worst. In so
doing, the LORD was impressing on the
church too, to embrace a great sense
of wonderment at this terrible act that
happened to HIM on the Calvary Cross,
so that in their worship they may adore
HIM more and strike their keyboards

with higher notes, and with greater
joy as they remember the battle HIS
Hands accomplished. The wounds
that the LORD spots on HIS Hands
indeed highlight a sign that HE did a
tremendous battle for the church with
HIS Hands and incurred the expense the

church herself ought to have suffered.
This is the reason HE perpetually keeps
reminding the church of this exorbitant
cost HE incurred for her treasured
salvation. In this way, HE also meant
to revive the joy of the church since

these nail-pierces that were inflicted

T

o get to meet the LORD in a

dream and have HIM display
the nail prints that persisted

on in HIS Hands, is a shocking

enough experience to behold. But, to
experience this traumatic encounter
more than once, is indeed an event
that gets deeply engrained in one's
mind for the entire length of their
lives, in this realm and beyond. It is
for this reason that when the LORD
presented HIS nail-scarred Hands in
that November 11th 2013 vision, it
became yet another hallmark that the
Messiah is quick to exhibit these scars
of HIS Hands since they have now been
vividly integrated into HIS true identity
ever since the tragedy at Calvary. These
scars must be presented as a form
of introduction upon an encounter,
because they have since come to define
HIS eternal identity. Much as these

marks on HIS Hands may be so painful
for us to digest in this modern age,
it is however important to note that
to HIM, they have become the symbol
of HIS COURAGE. They have actually
become HIS INDELIBLE MEDAL OF HONOUR,
that HE is quick to present whenever
HE meets a friend. In addition, these

marks that THE LORD showed me in
that vision when THE LION of the tribe
of Judah suddenly appeared by my side
in this form we behold, are not mere
marks but as a matter of fact, they are
HIS ROYAL jewels because it is these

marks that gave HE Alone the Authority
to break the seals and open the scroll
of GOD in heaven. If the present-day
church thought that the Calvary events
were a mere joke, then they are in for
a rude shock, because the only thing
that is man-made in heaven today, are

and HIM Alone, to break the seal of
GOD's hidden wisdom and counsel in

heaven. Inside that scroll, is written
the Kingship of the Messiah owing
to the fact that those inscriptions
prescribe the judgments of GOD
dispensed upon the face of the earth.
These nail-pierced marks therefore
represent the LORD's precious identity
and the character expression of HIS
image. Besides, having achieved such
a historic fête at Calvary, these nailpierces on the LORD's Hands, have also
essentially become the ornaments and
trophies of HIS Majesty. HE is a Warrior
and the Champion of our hearts since
HE could stage such a formidable

challenge to the adversary and prevail
on our behalf. Consequently, the LORD
in that November 11 2013, presented
HIS nail-pierced right hand as a way of

vividly pronouncing to the present-day
church that HE is ready to divide the
above stated spoils of HIS coming reign
with the righteous and holy who pursue
purity and the Cross at this dark
hour. When the LORD told doubting
Thomas to stretch his hands and
touch those fresh unhealed wounds,
it has never ceased to amaze me that
as the LORD flashed these wounds
on that November 11th 2013, they
could as well have been still fresh and
unhealed! It is a message which never
ceases to amaze the church especially
considering that these wounds did
not heal when HE resurrected and went
to meet Thomas. In that way, they
have remained a fresh reminder of the
course of salvation and the price HE
continues to pay into eternity as HE is
ETERNALLY BRUISED! (Isaiah 52:14-15).

These nail-pierces were also intended
to remind the church of the perfect
sacrifice of the LORD, a perfect law
requires that the lamb being sacrificed
meets GOD's benchmarks of without
defect, without deformity, without
mistake, and without blemish. But now
HE has defect and has been blemished
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and cannot satisfy this exacting law

instant, with HIS nail-scarred Hands

that Mercy Seat. This visitation is what

of GOD's atoning sacrifice (Ex 12:5-7).

still lifted up, that a tremendous cloud

always acted as the signature of GOD's

By presenting these nail prints on HIS

appeared and lifted HIM up into GOD's

approval of that Tabernacle worship.

Hands therefore, the LORD on that day

heaven.

Upon

When he had led them out to
the vicinity of Bethany, he lifted
up his hands and blessed them. 51
While he was blessing them, he
left them and was taken up into
heaven (Luke 24:50-51).

pursued a very severe warning unto

50

the present-day church, that even if HE
wanted to go back to Calvary a second
time to re-deliver her, HE can't because
HE was already blemished on the Cross!
It also became the lasting warning of
our time that the LORD handed down to
the church on the fact that they cannot
continue abusing this grace that was
painstaking hard-won at Calvary (Heb
6:4-6; Heb 10:26-31; 2Peter 2:19-22).
The Christ is essentially using this to
confirm that HE suffered for us on the
Cross and only through that suffering
of the Cross can there be deliverance
and salvation. And by extension, the
LORD was on that day extending a

lasting lesson to the current church
of Christ that she too should learn to
embrace suffering in this mortal realm
in order to make significant gains
in the coming realm of the glorious
Kingdom of the rapture. In so doing,
the LORD Jesus is teaching the presentday compromised church of Christ a
lesson on the need for her to emulate
the virtues that took HIM and sustained
HIM on the Cross to accomplish GOD's

mission. It is a lesson on sacrifice,
devotion and service. These nail-pierces
that the LORD showed me have hence
become most important hallmarks
that prove HIS Authority as Saviour of
mankind.

His Nail-Pierced Hands
& Tabernacle Worship

T

he nail-pierced right Hand

that the LORD showed me on

that November 11th 2013, was

indeed a very profound conversation
with an endless theme in the church. It
became a vivid reminder of the events
that accrued on the Eastern slopes of
the Mount of Olives at a place known
as Bethany. At that place, the LORD

Jesus upon successfully completing
HIS mission on the Cross, gathered HIS

disciples and lifted up HIS nail-pierced
Hands to bless them. It was at that very

of Holies, and stand at the door while
lifting up his hands, and he would bless
the nation of Israel. As he executed that

unveiling of the events that transpired
in the Tabernacle of Moses on the
day of atonement. It is imperative

here

that

the

successful

priest would then walk out of the Holy

of HIS nail-pierced hands into a major

emphasize

this

sacrifice of the perfect lamb, the high

This basically contextualizes the vision

to

completing

nail-

pierced Hands that the LORD presented

blessing, the high priest would often
use the following words;

“‘“The Lord bless you and keep
you; 25 the Lord make his face
shine on you and be gracious
to you; 26 the Lord turn his face
toward you and give you peace.”’
(Num 6:24-26).
24

essentially represents the monumental

Likewise, after the LORD Jesus had

sacrifice HE offered unto the nations for

offered HIS blood on the Calvary Cross,

their deliverance from sin. It rekindles

HE came out at resurrection and met

the

Mary. It is the profound words HE

memories

of

the

events

that

transpired in the Tabernacle of Moses.

spoke to Mary that brought the point

Once every year, the Israelites were

home regarding HIS entry into the Holy

commanded by YAHWEH to observe a

of Holies of the upper chambers of

special day of atonement known as Yom

GOD's Throneroom where the Ark of

Kippur. On that day, no work would be

the Covenant is resident. At the time of

done, and all the Israelites would fast

HIS immediate resurrection, just as the

as the high priest made his way into

LORD Jesus had entered and poured HIS

the Holy of Holies in order to offer on

Blood on the Mercy Seat of the Ark of

behalf of the nation the sacrifice of

the Covenant in heaven, HE Spoke to

atonement from sin. However, before

Mary these words;

the high priest would venture into
the Holy of Holies for the sacrifice of
atonement, he was required to remove
his lofty and decorated priestly garment
and wear the ordinary clothes that all
the Israelites wore. Upon wearing the
garment of the common Israelite, the
high priest then went in to the Holy of
Holies and accordingly sacrificed the
lamb of atonement by using its blood to
observe a deeper worship. The lamb for
the sacrifice of atonement however did
not come from any herd as they wished,
but had to be a carefully selected male
animal without any blemish or defect,
and a sacrifice whose bones were not
to be broken. Whenever the high priest
had entered into the Holy of Holies with
the perfect blood of the lamb in his
hands, and successfully sacrificed it by
sprinkling that perfect blood of the lamb
on the Mercy Seat of the Ark of GOD,
the Glory of GOD would descend upon

Jesus said, "Do not hold on to
me, for I have not yet ascended
to the Father. Go instead to my
brothers and tell them, 'I am
ascending to my Father and your
Father, to my God and your
God.'" (John 20:17).
17

By this utterance the LORD was
implying that HIS blood had not yet
touched the Mercy Seat of the Ark of
the Covenant of the LORD in the Throne
room in heaven, and hence the need
for that separation to ensure that the
process of deliverance went the full
course. However, upon touching the
Mercy Seat of the Ark of the Covenant
of GOD in heaven with HIS holy BLOOD,
that is when the LORD Jesus came out
and went to meet HIS beloved disciples
for it was finished. Just like the high
priest in Israel had to remove HIS
lofty priestly garment, and wear the
ordinary garment of the Israelites in
order to access the Holy of Holies on
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Yom Kippur, so did the LORD Jesus also

November 11th 2013, the LORD made

this that has hence become the healing

have to download HIS lofty and glorious

a bold move when HE appeared to me

anointing that flowed from HIS Healing

Priestly Garment in order to wear the

and lifted HIS nail-pierced right Hand

Hands at the Calvary Cross into the

sin of the ordinary man that HE may

towards me, which in essence emulated

church in the four winds of the earth.

enter the Holy of Holies and sacrifice

the blessing HE gave the church right

Moreover, upon HIS resurrection HE still

HIS own Blood on the Mercy Seat of

before HIS ascension at Bethany. This

raised the same nail-punched Hands

GOD's Ark of the Covenant. In that way,

became the fulfilment of that prophecy

towards the disciples at Bethany, and

the LORD Jesus became sin for us and

that the high priest in the Tabernacle

the flow of blessings was bestowed

upon the completion of HIS atoning

of Moses perpetually told whenever

upon the church. Therefore, we can

sacrifice is when HE came out and

HE had sacrificed the perfect lamb and

today clearly see that when the Messiah

again clothed Himself with the Glorious

stood at the door and blessed Israel.

visited with me on that November 11th

Priestly Garment of a High Priest for

Upon HIS resurrection, when the LORD

2013 and raised HIS nail-scarred right

the church. It is then that HE blessed

stood at heaven's gates and lifted up

Hand towards me, it became a major

them. After HIS accomplishment of

HIS nail-pierced Hands to bless the

conversation that said the following;

entry into the Throneroom of GOD and

church, HE on that day gave eternity

I)	Look what they did to me

the pouring of HIS blood on the Mercy

to HIS followers. During the time of HIS

II)	Look at the price I paid for you

Seat on God's Ark, the LORD walked

public ministry here on the earth, the

III)	I bless you

out of the Holy of Holies and stood

LORD Jesus laid HIS healing Hands on

VI)	I still bless the church

at the door to heaven and blessed the

the sick and they were healed of all

V)

church at that Bethany place. That was

kinds of sicknesses. It is these same

in fulfilment of what the high priest in

healing Hands of the LORD that had

the Tabernacle of Moses had always

power to resurrect the dead too. Now,

to the Cross anymore even if I

indirectly foretold by coming out of the

when the LORD's Hands were nailed on

wanted to, owing to the apostasy

Holy of Holies and standing at the door

the Calvary Cross, a tremendous flow

of the present-day church ■

to bless Israel. Today, we see that on

exuded from those healing Hands. It is

The GLORY that
Prepares The Way

THE VISION OF July 7, 2013

O

n the 7th of July, 2013, the
LORD showed me a dream
about preparing the way for
the coming of the Messiah. In that
dream, I was in a big meeting at which
I delivered the mighty message of
the LORD regarding the coming of
the Messiah. After the meeting, the
Voice of the LORD Spoke from heaven
and said, 'Go speak to this people'.
And I remember so well that when I
finished that meeting in that dream,
I began to go to the four ends of
the earth to prepare the way for the
coming of the Messiah. When I began
my journey to the four ends of the
earth from that place of the meeting,
I found out that I was walking much
faster than vehicles and dashing much
faster than aircrafts. And as I walked,

a tremendous light of GOD's GLORY
came from His Servant and beamed
the way across the oceans, across the
valleys and across the mountains. And
as I walked on the GLORY of The LORD
all over beamed from His Servant and
wherever I stepped, it created a way
right in front of me and there was such
tremendous darkness across the earth
that the beaming of this GLORY became
like a torch. It gave a straight brilliant
white light that came from His Servant
the Prophet and beamed in a straight
line. And wherever The GLORY beamed.
As the Servant of The LORD walked
through that way, He met people with
children from different communities,
women and men in prostitution by the
sideways. In that way, the LORD created
a way through every community
that lives on the earth. It was such
a tremendous moment to behold.
As I walked across the earth, I went
from one continent to the other and
the tremendous GLORY of The LORD
was emitted from myself in a straight

Go ask the church, 'why have
you forgotten this?'

VI)	Look, I cannot qualify to go back

line and wherever it was emitted, it
prepared a straight way of the LORD. As
I followed the path that was created,
I entered into different communities
as the path passed through them,
in the valleys, up the hill, across the
islands and across all continents. As I
did this, it was incredible to see that
I was walking faster than vehicles
and running faster than aircrafts. The
tremendous GLORY of the LORD beamed
straight from HIS Servant into the
darkness that had beheld the earth.
This went on and on and in every place
at which the light came, people who
were in different situations of sin and
compromise were ashamed, when
The GLORY of the light of The LORD hit
them. I saw those who were caught
in sin trying to cover their faces and
covering their eyes in order not to be
seen. It was like being seen naked and
then I woke up after I had gone all over
the whole earth.
PREPARE THE WAY OF THE LORD
(Isaiah 40:3). ■

